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ABSTRACT: To obtain optimal field emission (FE) properties,
it is important to evaluate FE parameters including the electron
emission site α and the field enhancement factor β. However, it
is difficult to evaluate α quantitatively because the emitting
electrons cannot be observed directly. The authors have aimed to
analyze this site using an original architecture with a computation
system tool based on the surface charge method, and a three-
dimensional model has been employed to calculate FE properties
with high accuracy. In this study, to analyze α for determining FE
properties, each carbon nanofiber (CNF) model separated by Cr
islands which include the minimum area for calculating electric
fields by the surface charge method was constructed on the
surface of a Ni catalyst. The FE current was simulated with a
Fowler−Nordheim formula using the calculated electric fields, followed by a simulation performed using all CNFs on a field
emitter cathode. The electron emission site α was determined by comparing the simulation and experimental results of the FE
current. It was found that α depends on the morphology of the CNF bundles, and a close quantitative correspondence between
the experimental and the computation results of FE properties was obtained. In summary, a method of analyzing FE properties
was established using an original architecture, making it possible to predict FE properties with a computational tool based on the
surface charge method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since field emission (FE) using a carbon nanotube (CNT) was
first reported in a landmark paper by Rinzler et al.,1 CNTs and
carbon nanofibers (CNFs) have attracted considerable
attention as FE sources. To assemble the cathode of a FE
device with high-efficiency brightness, it is important for such a
device to emit electrons with high efficiency and low drive
voltage. Many studies seeking to control the shape and density
of CNTs or CNFs have been carried out to achieve adequate
FE properties. Thus, evaluation of FE parameters including the
field enhancement factor β and the electron emission site α is
important for the control of FE characteristics. Many
researchers have verified the field enhancement factor β by
simply evaluating the synthesis morphology or shape of the
CNF emitters. To obtain a favorable β, it is effective to decrease
rod diameter and sharpen the actual top of the CNF. However,
another FE parameter, the electron emission site α, has hardly
been discussed because it is impossible to observe areas of
electron emission directly except in a projection image of
electrons emitting from a few CNT/CNFs.2,3 Generally, an
electron emission site is obtained using an observed current−
voltage (I−V) characteristic curve followed by translation to a
plot on the basis of the Fowler−Nordheim formula.4 Some
reports have discussed, the correlation between the emission
site area results obtained from I−V characteristics and the

synthesis morphology of CNT/CNFs obtained experimen-
tally.5−11 They note that control of the morphology including
synthesis bundle size, length, and diameter of CNT/CNFs is
effective for the optimization of the emission site from a
statistical point of view.12−16 A model of FE site density
obtained from experimental results was proposed empirically by
Liu et al.17,18 However, the construction of a model for
verifying emission sites and simulating the design of emission
sites has yet to be realized.
This study aimed to analyze the mechanism of the electron

emission site α with an original simulation model, constructing
and employing a computation system for simulating an
electrical or magnetic field with a three-dimensional model
based on the surface charge method.19 This simulation program
is available for constructing complex and optional shapes and
for calculating minute models on a nanometer scale. To
evaluate FE parameters with this simulation tool, a CNF model
was designed on the basis of actual CNFs by controlling
synthesis morphology. Figure 1 shows the synthesis results in
ref 16. Each CNF on the Ni−Cr alloy catalyst shows favorable
growth alignment and positive shape including uniform
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diameter and uniform rod height form. CNFs were synthesized
on a nickel catalyst separated by chromium grains grown by co-
sputtering Ni and Cr.
The FE characteristics of electrons emitted from CNF

bundles to obtain the emission site area were evaluated on the
basis of current−voltage (I−V) curves obtained using an
apparatus with at least a cathode and an anode maintaining at
100 μm. I−V curves are measured currents flowing as a result of
applying bias voltage between opposite electrodes at each 1
mm2. The experimental electron emission site is obtained from
a slope and intercept of a curve transforming I−V curve
results.16

II. SIMULATION PROCEDURES AND ARCHITECTURE
FOR EMISSION SITE AREAS
II-a. Modeling Morphology of Specimens. Simulation

models based on the design rule in Figure 216 confirmed in this

study that the electron emission site α, which is essential for the
analysis of FE properties, could be analyzed using a systematic
architecture. This method is therefore available for the analysis
of electron emission sites for FE emitters with any material or
shape. Further, the morphology and distribution of FE emitters
can be optimized by computation and appropriately designed
to obtain excellent FE properties. Each CNF model in diameter
fixed at 0.1 μm from a measurement average of actual CNF is
aligned vertically in this simulation. Millions of modeled CNFs
are arrayed on a cathode plane in a 1 mm2 region based on
experimental conditions of FE measurements. Figure 2 shows
on basic parts of CNFs arraying model. CNF array models in
Figure.2 with a core CNF fixed at the position and CNFs
arranged like a hexagonal pack around a core CNF. The
distance between adjacent core CNFs, which is decided from an
averaged distance of CNFs of Pattern A in Figure.1, is fixed at
1.0 μm, so CNF bundle size is controlled by changing the
number of CNFs surrounding a core. Furthermore, the space
distance between adjacent CNFs is controlled by a simulation
program to prevent from a model failure of hexagonal packed
arrangement of CNFs.

Figure 3 shows the morphology of the CNFs grown using
CH4/H2/He gases on Ni grains in a Ni−Cr alloy from Figure 1.

Well-controlled growth of CNFs is demonstrated on the Ni−
Cr alloy catalyst in Figure 3a, and the distance between CNF
bundles depended on the nickel content of the alloy. In this
case, the nickel content of the Ni−Cr catalyst shown in Figure
3a was 57 wt %.16 Figure 3b shows cross-sectional views of the
CNFs near the dotted line in Figure 3a. Although these results
indicate that the nickel on the Ni−Cr alloy catalyst layer
assisted CNF growth in a vertical direction and determined the
shape of CNFs, the distribution of CNF height is a little
uneven, as seen in Figure 3b.
This height distribution is graphed in Figure 4. CNF height

exhibited an approximately normal distribution; the average
CNF height was near 1.0 μm, and the standard deviation was
near 0.13 μm. These results indicate that uniform CNFs are
synthesized at a temperature lower than the glass transition

Figure 1. Morphology of synthesized CNFs depending on Ni contents in the Ni−Cr alloy catalyst in ref 16.

Figure 2. Design rule of CNF array patterning.

Figure 3. SEM images for measuring CNF height in Pattern B in
Figure 1.

Figure 4. Normalized heights of CNFs on randomly grown FE
cathodes showing a uniform distribution of CNF height. In our model,
the maximum CNF height is 1.3 μm, and the CNF simulation model
was designed with this distribution.
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temperature. Thus, in this study, a simulation model for
evaluating FE characteristics was simply constructed with a
model of small CNF bundles on an FE cathode whose
morphology is close to that shown in Figure 3b. The height of
each CNF for simulation was arrayed randomly by using
random digits code of a computational language within a
normal distribution from 0.6 to 1.5 μm of CNF height as
shown in Figure 4. The height stride was 0.05 μm in this study.
Figure 5 shows a part of a schematic model used to calculate for
the analysis of FE characteristics based on the above modeling
rule.

In this study, a computation program was employed with a
calculation code based on the surface charge method which is
one of the integral element methods. In this calculation method
it is easy to construct 3-dimensional models optionally available
for the calculation of electrical or magnetic distribution because
it is unnecessary to make the mesh in space.20 The source code
and calculation module were originally written at the Sony
Corporation, and the customization of the calculation module
and the construction of the computation model were carried
out at Tohoku University. In this study, the calculated model
was composed of a diode structure with an anode for loading
bias voltage and a cathode on which CNFs stand; the shape and
arrangement of these CNFs were modeled systematically.
II-b. Simulation Architecture for Emission Site Areas.

Figure 6 shows the model concept defining the emission site
area α. The distribution of the electric field on a CNF was
calculated using a unique simulation program, and the area on
which electrons emit from the surface of a CNF was guided.
The surface of a CNF was divided into several small areas as the
electron emission sites. The sum of currents calculated on each
area is equivalent to the current flowing from a CNF, and the
total current on the cathode is defined as the sum of the current
on each CNF. The electron emission site was determined when
the above calculated current was equal to the experimental
current−voltage characteristics. The equation of this concept is
as follows:

∑ α= × ×I N i( )j
j

j jdens
(1)

where αj shows the units of the electron emission site on a
CNF, idens is the calculated current density obtained from a unit,
Nj is the number of CNFs emitting electrons, and Ij is the total
current from the cathode.
Figure 7 shows the conceptual array of the computation

models. Although each CNF is 100 nm in diameter, the height

of each CNF is randomly decided following the distribution
shown in Figure 3b. A hemispherical cap covers the top of each
CNF, and the surface of a CNF is divided for calculating
elements by the surface charge method. It is possible to
calculate fields on each element in this model and simulate an
FE current. The current from a CNF (ICNF) is calculated using
a model based on Figure 7b:

∬ α β ϕ θ ϕ θ=I i( , ( , )) d diCNF (2)

where i(αi,β(ϕ,θ)) shows the current simulated from an
element divided by the framework in Figure 7b, αi is the
electron emission site area from an element, and β(ϕ,θ) is the

Figure 5. Schematic models used to calculate the electrical fields and
equipotential lines. Panel (a) shows a top view of CNF bundle arrays
with a uniform distance between CNF bundles. The inset in panel (a)
shows a photograph of the original CNF distribution as an example
whereas panel (b) shows a simple imitation of a computational model
in which CNFs stand in three dimensions. One bundle consists of the
simplified CNF meshed elements shown in panel (b) which enable the
computation.

Figure 6. Model showing a determination of an electron emission site
on a CNF. The site αj (j = 1,2, ...) is partitioned by the strength of
electric field numerically, with the total area of αi defined as a FE
electron emission site.

Figure 7. Simulation model of a CNF imitating the growth of CNFs in
Figure 3a. A CNF model with a hemispheric cap that covers the top of
a CNF simplified using a randomly distributed normal height. The
surface of the CNF is divided for calculating elements by the surface
charge method. The center of the hemisphere on the top of the CNF
is defined as the origin of polar coordinates. The total current obtained
from each element consisting of the FE current on a CNF and the
total current from CNFs on the cathode corresponds to the
experimental FE current.
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field enhancement factor on an element simulated from the
CNF model in Figure 7b. This field enhancement factor is the
ratio of the electric field between free spaces to the
concentrated field on an element. The detailed scalar amount
of the electric field is calculated to be 3 nm above the CNF
model’s surface. This distance is estimated from the thickness
of the electron tunnel barrier when electrons cause Fowler−
Nordheim tunneling.21 The center of the hemisphere on the
top of a CNF is defined as the origin of polar coordinates, with
ϕ and θ being the polar and azimuth angles based on these
coordinates. ϕ and θ were chosen at angles with the emission
current at 1/100 of the maximum current i(α,β(ϕ,θ)). The
lower limit 1/100 was decided as a value when the total
calculated current obtained from all modeled CNFs on a
cathode was the same as a measured FE current experimentally.
Figure 8 shows examples of the calculated results when either ϕ

or θ is fixed. The potential on a CNF differs depending on the
position where CNFs stand on a bundle or a cathode and on
the CNF height. For example, Figure 8a shows the calculation
of the current i when the polar angle ϕ is fixed at π/2. Figure 8b
shows the result when the azimuth angle θ is π/4. In this case,
the maximum ϕ and θ are within π/2 and 2π. Total current
from CNFs on the cathode in Figure 3a is expressed by the
following equations:

∑=I Ibundle CNF (3)

= ×I I N(Cathode) bundle (4)

∑α α= iexp (5)

where I(Cathode) is equal to the total current calculated from
all the CNFs on the cathode in Figure 1. This value is related to
experimental FE current, and the summary of the emission site
area αi in eq 2 is a required emission site area for satisfying eq 3.
The area for measuring FE current is determined by the anode
size of the measurement equipment for current−voltage
characteristics. The calculated current per CNF bundle is

defined as Ibundle, and the number of CNF bundles, N, is
estimated from the cathode area for FE emission. The total
current from a sample is expressed by eq 4. The αj in eq 2 is an
important function for estimating the emission site area when
comparing the FE current in eq 4 with the measured current.
The authors presumed that experimental electron emission site
αexp in eq 5 was equivalent to the sum of αj when the calculated
result is equal to the experimental result.

III. COMPARISON OF NUMERICALLY CALCULATED
RESULTS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The emission site area α was defined as the total area of
elements calculated using the FE current mentioned in II. For
example, the calculated area is shown in gray in Figure 9,

defining that the current floating in an element is larger than
the calculated current threshold, that is, imin. In this case, the
biased voltage on the anode in Figure 1 is typically 130 V. The
calculation α obtained from the right side in eq 5 is determined
when I(Cathode) in eq 4 is equal to the experimental FE
current in ref 16.
Figure 10 shows the relationship between α and the size of

the synthesized CNF bundle. α expresses both the experimental

results including morphology in Figure 1 and simulation results
obtained from this study. An experimental CNF bundle size
indicates an average size measured by SEM images. They are in
good agreement quantitatively. This means that the architecture
developed for theoretically obtaining the emission site area
enables the analysis of FE characteristics, especially the
experimental emission site area.

Figure 8. Examples of an electric field and current calculated at θ = π/
6 or ϕ = π/4, defined as the polar and azimuth angles, respectively. imax
is the maximum current calculated on an element on a CNF; in
contrast, imin is defined as that on 1% of imax.

Figure 9. Emission site area determined as the total area for FE
current calculation. The calculated area is shown in gray and is defined
as the current threshold with 1% of the maximum current among all
the elements of the CNF models.

Figure 10. Calculated emission site area α depends on the CNF
bundle size. There is a close relationship between experimental and
calculated results.
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Evaluation of the α dependence obtained from experimental
results was realized using simulation bundle models of the CNF
surface morphology indicating clouds of bundle patterns. The
authors proposed the algorithm of the fixed quantity analysis
with a three-dimensional model of α, which has not yet been
studied by numerical analysis. Figure 11 shows a comparison of

the site of CNFs between calculated results with FE from the
simulation analysis method of α and the luminescence site
obtained from the experiment with the diode measurement.
The square points of (a) in Figure 11 indicate the CNFs with
FE obtained from the calculation, and their distribution is
similar to the distribution of the density of the luminous points
obtained by the measurement in (b). Although the simulation
models in (a) are constructed with a CNF density and height
distribution based on the actual surface morphology of CNFs in
(b), those patterns of simulation models differ considerably
from the synthesis morphology in (b).
For Pattern A, the emission site on isolated CNFs is

concentrated at several points. In Pattern B, the points of (a)
mean the emission sites from higher CNFs located at the edge
of the CNF bundles. Pattern C shows the morphology on
which many short CNFs are arrayed over some protruding
CNFs, and the concentrated electrical field strength on the top
of longer CNFs for FE in Pattern C can be easily presumed to
be weaker than the strength in Patterns A and B. Figure 12
shows an image indicating that the electrical field is
concentrated over the CNFs in Pattern C.

Accordingly, based on the height distribution of CNFs
shown in Figure 4 for a normal distribution, the number ratio of
CNFs used as the FE emitter is determined from the CNF
height distribution. The height distribution of CNFs for FE is
projected from the calculated model in Figure 11, and when the
distribution of the height is applied to the distribution in Figure
4, CNFs existing near the top of the normal distribution are
occupied by the emission site. Ultimately, the numbers of
CNFs for FE are 3−5% of the total numbers of synthesized
CNFs in the cases of Patterns A and C. Figure 13 shows the

ratio of CNFs to emitted electrons in each pattern, compared
by outlines in the CNF height distribution. The dotted line
shows the ratio of the number of CNFs for calculating α to the
total number of CNFs that gather in the simulation model, and
the arrow signs on the right indicate the high distribution of
CNFs used for the α calculation, these being higher than the
CNFs on the dotted line.
The results above showed that 80% or more of the CNFs

grown did not contribute to FE. To improve the FE property,
the number of CNFs contributing to FE should perhaps be
increased, implying that the difference in the ratio of CNFs
contributing to the FE depends on the array patterning when
the distributions of the CNF height are equal in all patterns.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The electron emission site α was calculated using an original
computation program based on the surface charge method with
a three-dimensional model obtained from experimental CNF
bundle morphologies. The model for the α analysis was
constructed on the basis of CNF bundles uniformly standing on
a patterned Ni catalyst. Each CNF had a straight alignment
normal to the substrate, a rod of almost the same diameter, and
the same shape covered with a hemispherical shape cap on its
top. Synthesized morphology CNFs of random heights, which
were normalized using the normal distribution in a CNF height
histogram, were designed for the confirmation of the electron
emission site α. With the above models, the top of a CNF was
divided into several elements for calculating the FE current.
This made it possible to analyze the emission site area α by a
simulation employing an original architecture with a detailed
calculation of the current from the top of a CNF. The electron
emission site area α could be defined numerically and

Figure 11. Comparison between the simulation and the measurement
of FE emission points.

Figure 12. Equipotential line focused on a protruding CNF in Pattern
C.

Figure 13. Calculated ratio of CNF numbers for FE from patterns A−
C based on the emission site in Figure 11.
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quantitatively by the models on the basis of experimental
results and expressed dependent on the array of the CNF
bundles and the synthesized height of CNFs on the FE
cathode. When using CNF bundles on a patterned catalyst with
a controlled Ni−Cr content, α depends on CNF morphologies
when using different synthesizing methods, particularly CNF
bundle size and growth height. A CNF morphology with good
FE characteristics resulting in a maximum-electron-emission
site at a typical bias voltage is predicted to have a CNF bundle
size close to 0.6 μm. It is possible to obtain FE properties using
a computation model that includes FE parameters.
We intend to verify FE characteristics by determining

synthesized size, FE emitter shape, and arraying distribution
in a future study, since it is now possible to numerically obtain
optimal FE properties by designing field emitter shape and
array morphology.
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